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Abstract

The last decade has witnessed dramatic growth in the number of reactions catalyzed by 

electrophilic gold complexes. While proposed mechanisms often invoke the intermediacy of gold-

stabilized cationic species, the nature of bonding in these intermediates remains unclear. Herein, 

we propose that the carbon-gold bond in these intermediates is comprised of varying degrees of 

both σ and π-bonding; however, the overall bond order is generally less than or equal to unity. The 

bonding in a given gold-stabilized intermediate, and the position of this intermediate on a 

continuum ranging from gold-stabilized singlet carbene to gold-coordinated carbocation, is 

dictated by the carbene substituents and the ancillary ligand. Experiments show that the 

correlation between bonding and reactivity is reflected in the yield of gold-catalyzed 

cyclopropanation reactions.

The unique reactivity of organogold intermediates1 has recently enabled the development of 

a wide variety of new carbon–carbon bond forming reactions2. Based on the reactivity 

patterns that have emerged3, several mechanistic pathways4 and bonding models5 for key 

intermediates have been proposed, including intermediates ranging from gold carbenes6 to 

gold-stabilized carbocations7. In the last year, theoretical investigations8 and experimental 

observations9 have further polarized the discussion surrounding the carbenoid or cationic 

character of organogold species, mostly in support of their carbocationic character10. 

However, gold catalysis has been applied successfully to perform reactions that are 

traditionally carried out with carbenic systems11–16. Given this apparent lack of a 

consistent and clear understanding of the Au–CR2
+ bond, we have performed a broad 

theoretical analysis on key intermediates relevant to gold(I) catalysis. Experimental results 

in support of our analysis are also presented.
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The study of carbon–metal multiple bonds has been an area of intense discussion since their 

conception. For example, after the discovery of rhodium carbenoids, debate ensued as to the 

nature of the rhodium–carbon bond17. While certain calculations and experiments showed 

that the rhodium–carbon bond order was close to unity, eventually it was accepted, on the 

basis of reactivity, that a metal–carbon double bond18 was a more useful and convenient 

descriptor19. A similar discussion has recently emerged concerning the nature of gold–

carbon bond. While partially semantic in nature, the correct description is useful for both 

predicting and explaining reactivity.

Results and Discussion

Barrier to bond rotation energy

The magnitude of rotational barriers is a practical way of estimating the strength of π-bonds. 

Fürstner and co-workers devised a clever experiment to evaluate the carbenic/carbocationic 

character of (Z)-AuO
PPh and (Z)-AuOMe

PMe by measuring the rotational barrier of bonds 

adjacent to gold10. They concluded that the contribution of the “carbene” resonance was 

marginal. We used Fürstner’s experiments to validate our theoretical methodology based on 

the M06 flavor20 of density functional theory (DFT).

Recently, the M06 flavor of DFT has been shown to accurately describe21,22 transition 

metal catalyzed organic transformations. To confirm this, we calculated rotational barriers 

for (Z)-AuO
PPh and (Z)-AuOMe

PMe (Figure 1) and obtained ΔG‡=10.6 kcal mol−1 for (Z)-

AuO
PPh, in excellent agreement with experiment (ΔG‡=11.0) and ΔG‡=5.8 for (Z)-

AuOMe
PMe, also consistent with experiment (<7.2 kcal mol−1). Previous DFT studies8 used 

either B3LYP or BP86 functionals. Although these methods have proven valuable for many 

organometallic studies, we find that they are insufficient to resolve the issues of interest 

here. For example, B3LYP predicts rotational barriers of ΔG‡=9.1 and 7.9 kcal mol−1, while 

BP86 predicts ΔG‡=8.9 and 7.4 kcal mol−1 for (Z)-AuO
PPh and (Z)-AuOMe

PMe, 

respectively. This suggests that both B3LYP and BP86 cannot resolve the effects of the 

more electron donating PMe3 from the less electron donating PPh3.

Using our validated computational method, we calculated the barriers to bond rotation for 

metal-free allyl cations 1, 2, and 3, as well as the gold species (Z)-AuMe
PMe. The results 

confirm the conclusion of Fürstner and coworkers10 that the gold-moiety has little effect on 

the barrier to rotation in (Z)-AuO
PPh ((Z)-AuO

PPh versus 1 ~ 1.4 kcal mol−1); however, this 

conclusion is only valid in the presence of the highly carbocation-stabilizing oxygen atoms. 

When these heteroatoms are absent, the effect of the gold moiety is quite large ((Z)-

AuMe
PMe versus 2 ~ 8.1 kcal mol−1). For comparison, the highly stabilizing methoxy group 

in 3 increases the barrier to rotation by 8.9 kcal mol−1 versus 2.

These results suggest that the reactivity of a given gold-stabilized carbene is highly 

dependent upon the carbene substituents. To gain further insight into the nature of the gold-

carbon bond, we examined the structures of these types of intermediates, while varying both 

carbene and auxiliary ligand substituents.
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Impact of the carbene

As a basis for comparison, we began by calculating the structures and natural atomic 

charges23 of metal-free allyl cations 4, 5, and 6 (Figure 2a). We also defined parameter A as 

the ratio of the bond lengths: A ≡ (C1-C2)/(C2-C3), so that A indicates roughly whether the 

partial positive charge on the substrate is more stabilized by its C1 or C3 substituents. The 

low value of A in 4 (0.926) is indicative of the stabilizing nature of the oxygen lone pairs. 

The magnitude of A increases with less-donating C3-methyl substituents (A = 0.955) and 

even further for ester-substituted substrate 6 (A = 0.983). The corresponding gold-

coordinated structures AuO
PMe, AuMe

PMe and AuE
PMe, all show increased A values as a 

result of the ability of the gold moiety to stabilize positive charge at C1. In AuMe
PMe, A is 

close to 1 (0.993), suggesting that a secondary gold-stabilized carbocation is as stabilized as 

a tertiary carbocation. For the diester-substituted allyl carbene AuE
PMe, the π system is now 

polarized towards the electron deficient C3 leading to A=1.029. Importantly, the magnitude 

of stabilization from the gold-moiety increases with increasing electrophilicity of the allyl-

cation. This conclusion can also be reached by considering the natural atomic charge on C3. 

This charge is essentially unaffected in 4 (0.86) versus AuO
PMe (0.83), while it is 

significantly reduced in 5 (0.43) versus AuMe
PMe (0.34) and 6 (0.21) versus AuE

PMe (0.10).

In order to examine the bonding and reactivity of non-vinylic gold(I) intermediates, we also 

examined gold alkylidene 7 and compared it to the gold vinylic carbene species (Figure 2b). 

Our results show that the gold–carbon bond distance (2.057 Å) varies little from the vinyl 

carbenes. However, in the absence of a delocalized neighboring vinyl group, the Au–C bond 

possesses a higher π-character, with decreased σ-donation from alkylidene to gold24. This 

demonstrates the ability of the gold moiety to stabilize carbenes of varying electrophilicity 

by modulating the nature of the gold carbon bond.

A direct consequence of the differences between AuO
PMe and AuMe

PMe is the increased 

barrier to C2–C3 bond rotation in AuMe
PMe (Figure 1). In addition, a difference in reactivity 

could be expected: AuO
PMe may react as a gold-stabilized carbocation, while AuMe

PMe 

may react more as a gold-stabilized carbene. We tested and confirmed this hypothesis 

experimentally. We were unable to observe productive cyclopropanation of intermediates 

resulting from the gold-catalyzed reaction of cyclopropene 8 (as a precursor to AuO
PMe, 

Figure 3a). On the other hand, gold-catalyzed reaction of cyclopropene 9 (which should 

decompose to an intermediate similar to AuMe
PMe) with cis-stilbene provided the product of 

stereospecific olefin cyclopropanation (Figure 3b). As the yield of this reaction was highly 

dependent on the auxiliary ligand, we next examined the effect of this ligand on nature of 

the Au–C1 bond.

Impact of the ligand1,25

The computed structures of AuMe
L, for various ligands (L) are shown in Figure 3c. The L-

Au–C1 bonding network can be partitioned into three components (Figure 3d)26,27. Since 

there is only one vacant valence orbital on Au (6s), the Pauli exclusion principle tells us that 

a 3c/4e σ-hyperbond28 (where hyperbond refers to bonding beyond the reduced 12e valence 

space) must be formed for the P–Au–C triad as [P:Au–C↔P–Au:C] (or C–Au–C triad for 

NHC ligand). As a result, the Au–C1 bond order decreases with increasing trans ligand σ-
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donation (trans influence). In the absence of a trans ligand, the gold–carbon bond in AuMe is 

notably shorter (1.985 Å); whereas, in AuMe
PMe, the electron donating PMe3 (strong trans 

influence) results in a correspondingly long Au–C1 bond length of 2.053 Å.

In addition, the metal center is able to form two π-bonds by donation from perpendicular 

filled d-orbitals into empty π-acceptors on the ligand and C1. While these two bonds are not 

mutually exclusive, they compete for electron density from gold. As a result, strongly π-

acidic ligands decrease back donation to the substrate, resulting in even longer Au–C1 bonds 

(2.057 Å for AuMe
POMe). In contrast, the π-donating chloride ligand in AuMe

Cl increases 

back-donation to C1 resulting in a very short gold–carbon bond (1.969 Å). In general, the 

strength of the back-donation to C1 is dependent on both ligand and, (as demonstrated in the 

previous section) the electrophilicity of the π-acceptor on C1.

The impact of these changes on reactivity is directly apparent in the yield of 

cyclopropanation product (Figure 3b). π-Acidic ligands are expected to increase 

carbocation-like reactivity by decreasing gold to C1 π-donation. Accordingly, we found that 

strongly π-acidic phosphite ligands provide only traces of the desired product and significant 

polymerization. Conversely, ligands which increase gold to C1 π-donation are expected to 

reduce carbocation-like reactivity, while those ligands that decrease C1 to gold σ-donation 

should increase carbene-like reactivity. The N-heterocyclic ligand IPr (1,3-bis(2,6-

diisopropylphenyl)imidazol-2-ylidene) should affect both of these changes (it is strongly σ-

donating and only weakly π-acidic). Gratifyingly, we found that IPrAu+ provides the 

product of stereospecific cyclopropanation in excellent yield and with high 

diastereoselectivity (80% yield, 11:1 cis:trans). Phosphine ligands fell in between these two 

extremes. Finally, AuCl was unreactive under these conditions.

Charge distribution

In order to provide a better and more general view of the bonding in gold vinyl carbene 

species, we calculated natural charge distributions for the ligand (L), Au, and substrate using 

NBO analyses. Table 1 shows that the charge is relatively equally distributed between the 

substrate, gold, and the ligand. Across AuMe
L and AuO

L series the charge on ligand and Au 

is well correlated: a change in ligand that results in an increase in ligand charge is correlated 

with a similar decrease in charge on gold, but these changes have little effect on the charge 

on the substrate. On the other hand, changing the substrate from AuMe
L to AuO

L results in 

an increase in substrate charge. This correlates with a decrease in the charges on both Au 

and ligand. These results again demonstrate that both the ligand and the substrate play 

important roles in determining the overall electronic structure.

Bonding and reactivity

The model in Figure 3d for bonding in gold-stabilized carbenes proposes that these 

intermediates possess highly electron-deficient α-carbons that are stabilized, to varying 

degrees, by back-donation from the metal to the vacant pπ-orbital of the singlet carbene. 

This electronic deficiency reduces donation from the filled sp2 σ-orbital of the carbene to 

the metal, therefore minimizing gold–carbon σ-bonding. Thus, our model suggests that the 

conversion of a vinylgold intermediate into a gold-stabilized carbene, which is commonly 
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proposed in gold-catalyzed reactions29–34, occurs with an increase in gold–carbon π-

bonding and a decrease in the σ-bonding (Figure 4). The bonding situation in these carbene 

intermediates has often been depicted by two extreme resonance structures: a carbocation 

with a gold-carbon single bond or a carbene with a gold-carbon double bond. Much like the 

double “half-bond” model proposed for rhodium-carbenoid intermediates35,36, the 

depiction of a gold-stabilized carbene with a gold-carbon double bond should not be taken 

as an indication of a bond order of 2; but rather a means to convey that both σ and π 

components to the bond are present. To illustrate this, we calculated gold-carbon natural 

bond orders for AuO
PMe (0.53), AuMe

PMe (0.91), and 7 (1.14). Nucleophilic attack on the 

now highly electrophilic pπ-orbital of the carbon adjacent to gold restores the gold-carbon 

sigma bond37–39. In this scenario, divergence towards carbocation-like or carbene-like 

reactivity may also be influenced by the potential of the nucleophile to intercept the 

developing positive charge. Alternatively, gold-stabilized carbene intermediates may react 

with concerted carbene-like reactivity (i.e. cyclopropanation), especially when the gold is 

coordinated to electron donating ligands.

Conclusions

We suggest the reactivity in Au(I)-coordinated carbenes is best accounted for by a 

continuum ranging from metal stabilized singlet carbene to metal-coordinated carbocation. 

The position of a given gold species on this continuum is largely determined by the carbene 

substituents and the ancillary ligand. Consideration of the bonding description described 

herein provides insight into previously reported gold-catalyzed transformations and a basis 

for the ab initio prediction of reactivity, optimization of ligand effects, and design of new 

gold-catalyzed reactions.

Methods

Calculations were performed using density functional theory (DFT) with the M06 

functional, as implemented in Jaguar 7.640. All calculations used the Hay and Wadt small 

core-valence relativistic effective-core-potential41 (ECP) to describe the 1s-3d core 

electrons of the gold atom, leaving the outer 16 electrons (4s, 4p, 4d, 5s, etc.) to be treated 

explicitly. The LACVP** basis set was used for all geometry optimizations and LACV3P+

+**(2f) for energies. LACV3P++**(2f) utilizes the LACV3P++** basis set as implemented 

in Jaguar plus a double-zeta f-shell with exponents from Martin and Sundermann42. All 

electrons were described for all other atoms using the 6-31G** or 6-311++G** basis 

sets43,44. For each optimized structure, the M06 analytic Hessian was calculated to obtain 

the vibrational frequencies, which in turn were used to obtain the zero point energies and 

free energy corrections (without translational or rotational components). Solvent corrections 

were based on single point self-consistent Poisson-Boltzmann continuum solvation 

calculations for CH2Cl2 (ε = 8.93 and R0= 2.33 Å using the PBF45 module in Jaguar.

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1. 
Calculated and experimental activation energies to bond rotation (indicated with arrows). 

C3-C2 bond rotation barriers are decreased when C3 is substituted with carbocation-

stabilizing oxygen atoms. Throughout the text gold complexes will be referred to according 

to the AuX
L notation, where L indicates the auxiliary ligand on gold and X indicates the C3 

substituents (Me = methyl, O = 1,3-dioxanyl, OMe = methoxy, E = methyl ester).
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Figure 2. 
Structural and electronic comparison of cationic metal-free and [AuPMe3]+ substituted 

substrates. (a) On the left, calculated bond distances (Å), and on the right, natural charges 

for C1, C2, and C3. Parameter A is defined as the ratio of bond distances (C1–C2)/(C2–C3) 

and correlates to the polarization of the π-electrons along the delocalized C1–C2–C3 system. 

(b) A comparison of with Au-alkylidene 7 showing the relative natural orbital populations of 

σ and π contributions to the Au-C bond. On the right calculated bond distances (Å) for 7.
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Figure 3. 
Experimental and theoretical comparison for the carbene reactivity of the substrate with 

different ancillary ligands. (a) Attempted and (b) observed carbene-like reactivity, 

demonstrating the impact of the auxiliary ligand on the yield of cyclopropanation product. 

(c) Bond distances in AuMe
L complexes. (d) A stylized depiction of the most important 

bonding interactions in L-Au(I)-CR2
+ species.
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Figure 4. 
Arrow pushing in the formation of gold-stabilized carbenes is a useful mnemonic for 

keeping track of electrons, but it can lead to misconceptions about bonding. While the Au-C 

bonsd in the intermediate carbene has both σ and π components, the overall bond order is 

generally less than or equal to unity.
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